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Oncoplastic surgery has rapidly become a fashioned approach in breast conservative surgery for breast cancer, 

extending its indications. Indeed, it enables wide glandular resections with good cosmetic results. The pathologies 

requiring these large resections regroup ductal carcinoma in situ, invasive carcinoma with extensive intraductal 

component, or bad responders to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Pathologic analysis of operative margins represents a 

key point in order to validate conservative surgery. Wide clear margins are indeed correlated with lowest local 

recurrence rates. The potential multifocality of intraductal carcinoma in situ, and the modality of tumoral response 

after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whether splitted or not, both constitute pathological difficulties in assessing 

margins status. The frequent high weight of oncoplastic operative specimen (180 g in our series, 220 g in a series 

of 101 patients operated by K.Klough1) is a true pathologic problem! How to deal with it, how many blocks should 

be cut, in what direction, are questions to be answered. The surgeon should first take care of the operative specimen 

by fixing it on a cork so that to be well-orientated, then inking the edges by different colours, and finally weigh it. 

The need of a descriptive scheme of pathologic results seems important to enable better understanding in between 

the surgeon and the pathologist. The quantification and localization of the involved margins should be precised. For 

DCIS, Zafrani has proposed 5 groups in order to quantify margins status. Furthermore, a standardized pathologic 

report is necessary. Oncoplastic surgery needs above all to be better evaluated so that to be proposed as a 

standardized treatment for specific breast carcinoma indications. We have started a French prospective 

multicentric phase II program evaluating 352 patients operated by oncoplasty in 2 years.  
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